
*Enter the "WhatsRent®" portal from the web site  www.whatsprint.it

*Fill up the Form displayed considering that all prices shown are exclusive of VAT

*Enter in the equipment field all the machines to provide with rent including those already in possession or
not supplied by WhatsPrint® (amount not to exceed as a rule 50% of the value of the goods acquired by
WhatsPrint®)

*Insert in the field "Additional information" the accurate description (brand and model) of the equipment
"extra circuit WhatsPrint®"  and the price the dealer wants to get for each machine.

*You’ll receive from WhatsRent® a rental estimate and a practice unique identification code within 8
working hours if you don’t need the help of an expert, in this case, each situation will be examined as
quickly as possible. The estimate will report clearly that the compensation will be paid to the Reseller after
the closure of the rental agreement and then only after the endorsement of the financial.

*Download from the Portal highlighted with a button titled the "Request rental" which will serve both as a
reminder of the documents to be acquired as a formal act by the end user of rental demand.

*Stamping and signing the rental request of the end customer and collect the currently valid
documentation.

*Send a rental inquiry with all the required documentation via the "PRACTICE SEND" button located below
the form in the portal by entering the validation code received upon receipt the quote.

*You will receive from WhatsRent® the results of the practice (so the endorsement of the financial) with a
simultaneous contract of "OPERATING LEASE" IN DUPLICATE already precompiled and ready to be signed by
the final customer and a delivery verbal.

*Send the signed contract when required without any omission and send it together with your bill for your
compensation , and agreed in the estimate phase plus the cost of any "extra WhatsPrint® circuit"
equipment, this too exposed on the initial estimate.

*Emission of the in favor of the reseller in settlement of your bill within 30 days. from the Date of
completion of the sending of the contract and the necessary documentation suitable for the delivery of the
financial.

NOTE: THE WhatsPrint® PRODUCTS WILL BE DELIVERED AT THE ADDRESS OF 
THE END CUSTOMER BUT WITHOUT BILLING TOWARDS YOU, SO YOU WILL 
NOT HAVE ANY EXPOSURE TOWARDS US ABOUT THE COMPLETED RENT 
PRACTICE.

http://www.ldm.it/



